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BE RESOURCED 
Positive Qualities and Characteristics 

 
Compassionate: showing feelings of sympathy for the suffering of others, often with a desire to help.* 

Empathy: the ability to identify with and understand somebody else's feelings or difficulties. * 

Presence: ability to stay present and mindful of what is occurring in the moment 

Kind: having a generous warm compassionate nature; not harsh, unpleasant, or likely to have destructive 
effects; showing generosity or compassion* 

Nurturing: to give tender care and protection to a young child, animal, or plant, helping it to grow and develop; 
to keep a feeling in the mind/body for a long time, allowing it to grow or deepen * 

Confident: self assurance or a belief in your ability to succeed. Belief or trust in somebody or something, or in 
the ability of somebody or something to act in a proper, trustworthy, or reliable manner * 

Respectful: showing appropriate deference and respect (a feeling or attitude of admiration and deference toward 
somebody or something).   Able to be courteous. * 

Good At Listening**: Able to pay attention to something and take it into account.*  

Reliable: Able to be trusted to do what is expected or has been promised. * 

Courageous:  Able to face danger, difficulty, uncertainty, or pain without being overcome by fear or being 
deflected from a chosen course of action. * 

Protective: Preventing somebody or something from being harmed or damaged, or designed or intended for this 
purpose. * 

Joyful: feelings of great happiness or pleasure, especially of an elevated or spiritual kind. * 

Empowered: to possess a greater sense of confidence or self-esteem; one who possesses power or authority.  *  

Understanding:  The ability to perceive and explain the meaning or the nature of somebody or something; a 
sympathetic, empathetic, or tolerant recognition of somebody else's nature or situation.  * 

Accepting:  Able to endure something difficult or unpleasant without complaint or protest.  * 

Patient: Able to endure waiting, delay, or provocation without becoming annoyed or upset. Able to persevere 
calmly, especially when faced with difficulties.   * 

Attunement: Able to adjust or accustom something to be receptive or responsive to something else.* 

Safe: in a position or situation that offers protection, so that harm, damage, loss, or unwanted tampering is 
unlikely. * 

*From Encarta North America online dictionary 2011 
**based on the work of Shirley Jean Schmidt, DNMS (developmental needs meets strategy)  www.shirleyjeanschmidt.com 
© Patricia Thatcher 
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A Great beginning 

• Take a moment to arrive, be fully 
present, Breath……

• Notice how your body expands as 
you inhale, contracts as you exhale

• Breath in relaxation-exhale tension 
• Remember a time when you felt 

really good, smiling, even 
laughing.



OBJECTIVES
➢identify at least two 

different ways resilience 
enables clients to more fully 
engage with and utilize the 
standard EMDR process.

➢identify three different 
methods that build and 
foster resiliency.

OBJECTIVES
The participants will have the 
opportunity to have a brief 
experience with three 
methods that enable them to 
strengthen positive qualities 
of self and cultivate deeper 
resiliency.  

Workshop Agenda

First – mostly didactic:  
Second – mostly  experiential
Hot knife thru butter tour
Questions and responses



Developing this Process
➢ Clients unprepared to tolerate 

strong emotions with physical 
reactions when processing 
overwhelming experiences. 

➢ Resource development extremely 
important.

➢ Drew on my background in 
Ericksonian hypnosis, study of 
overwhelming stressful 
birth/childhood experiences

Client Example
70 year old with complex PTSD in a recent car 
accident. Many years in therapy, individual 
and group. Utilized a number of modalities 
including much resource work to be able to 
tolerate trauma processing. Had difficulty 
tolerating EMDR in the past. Began EMDR 
standard processing on the accident.  Client 
able to tolerate and quickly move through the 
difficult memories with strong emotions that 
the accident triggers, clearing long & deeply 
held mal-adaptations.
Able to do this because of the foundation that 
was created with developmental resources.

Importance of WATER 
❖  brain 93% H2O
❖  body 72% H2O
❖Dehydrate easily from the head 

down 
❖ Any stress dehydrates
❖Need 8 oz H2O for every 1oz of 

caffeine 
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Fujiwara Dam, before               
offering a prayer 
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Fujiwara Dam, after               
offering a prayer 

Masaru Emoto 

RESILIENCE
❖ the ability of matter                        

to spring back quickly                  
into shape after being                  
bent, stretched, or                      
or deformed

Emotional/psychological/physical
❖     Speedy recovery from   

  problems 
❖    An ability to recover quickly  

      from setbacks11

What Fosters RESILIENCE?

❖ Positive connection to supportive, 
competent adults (family & 
community)

❖ Cognitive & self regulating 
abilities

❖ Positive beliefs about self
❖Motivation to act effectively
❖ “serve as inoculation against 

adversity”
Schimmer, 1999
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MIND/BODY:
 BODY/MIND 
❖ Interconnectedness               

with physical, emotional,  
psychological and spiritual.  

❖ the body responds  to what 
the mind thinks and believes 
& the mind responds to what 
the body experiences.13

❖ Neuropeptides  - biological 
messengers of  brain

❖ Sent throughout body
❖ Receptor sites on every cell of 

every tissue, organ and body part
❖ Physical body registers & responds 

to  every image, sensation & word  
we tell/show/feel ourselves & 
believe 
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Biology of Belief

Strength Based Perspective
❖We all have positive qualities, 

strengths and resources
❖ Remembering  to connect to 

those resources helps us to 
process difficulties, be more 
resilient and lead happier lives.

❖ This begins at birth and 
expands throughout our lives



Normal Brain Activity
 Thalamus directs sensory 

information to the 
cortex (thinking brain). 

 Cortex routes the signal 
to the amygdala for the 
appropriate emotional 
response. 

 amygdala triggers a flood 
of peptides & hormones  
which create emotion 
and action. 
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RESPONSES TO 
Activation

DANGER   SIGNALS
➢ Sympathetic nervous 

system aroused 
adrenaline rush - state 
of alert 

➢ flight fight freeze
➢ concentrated attention
➢ perceptions of hunger, 

pain, fatigue altered
➢ fear and anger 

aroused
17

RESPONSES TO 
    Activation

➢  stress hormones               
toxic to the system

➢When the body has an early 
set point for stress activation 
the system develops responses 
& defenses 



The Sacred Hour
skin-to-skin holding 

immediately after birth

Benefits of Immediate 
Skin-to-Skin touch after Birth
➢ Rebalances Sympathetic 

nervous system. 
➢   Reduces Baby’s Stress/Pain
➢ Helps Baby Adapt by regulating 

body temperature
➢ Boosts Baby’s Mental/brain 

development by stabilizing 
heart rate, oxygenation, and 
improving sleep 

➢ Breastfeeding Easier & 
Promotes Healthy Weight 

➢ Helps Baby Sleep
➢ Prevents Postpartum 

Depression for the MOM
➢ Promotes Bonding with Dad

Benefits of Immediate 
Skin-to-Skin touch after Birth



On the Positive Side
From an AIP Point of View
➢ I am safe 
➢My needs are being met
➢ I matter
➢  stress of the birth releases
➢Mom & baby move into 

attunement & secure 
attachment

From the Beginning
•We are social beings
•Connection requires

Attachment 
• Development of 

neural networks & 
cellular structures

• In order to be 
successful with 
developmental tasks 
that lead to healthy, 
resilient adult.

How is Healthy 
Attachment Achieved

➢touch- holding, feeding 
➢sound – soothing voices
➢Sight - eye gazing
➢Taste, Smell & Balance



What Interferes with
healthy attachment

➢Neglect  
➢Abuse
➢Adversity
➢Stress

Early Neglect & Trauma

Result in difficulty 
connecting &

attaching
 

To Others

Negative beliefs about 
self & the world



2 in 5 children grow up lacking 
secure attachment to their 
parents. These children are 
more likely to do poorly in 
school and suffer from 
depression than children who 
are securely attached to their 
parents.

From an AIP Point of View

In order for 
EMDR to Release 

past mal-adaptations
We need support for being 

able to tolerate those 
experiences that we find 

intolerable

current brain research
Norman Doidge, MD 

❖ Plasticity – changeable, 
malleable, modifiable

❖Not stuck with mental abilities 
we are born with

❖Damaged brain can reorganize
❖ Thinking, learning, acting 

turns genes on/off
  



current brain research 
➢By focusing the mind 

brain develops new 
networks/pathways 

➢create new maps for 
attitude and behavioral 
changes.  

Neurons that  fire 
together 

stay/develop together.

• When we learn we change 
the structure of the brain 

• We increase capacity to 
learn

• The Cortex always 
learning how to learn



Neurons that fire together 
stay/develop together.

Edward Taub
• Work with stroke victims
• CI – constraint  induced
• Prohibit the part that works 

and force the other to move
• When we learn we change 

the structure of the brain 
• +increase capacity to learn

How do we use this 
information

1. Learn in new ways
2. Clear stress related to: 
• adverse life events 
• Overwhelming birth stress
• Negative beliefs, difficult 

emotional reactions etc. 
3.  Build in new learnings

Writing Exercise

➢ Put your attention on your birth 
from conception forward

➢  Notice how you feel: physically, 
emotionally

➢ What thoughts do you have
➢ What stories have you been told
➢ Add anything else that comes to 

mind including ancestral stories
➢ What stress do you feel /think 

/resonate with now 
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ASK
If you could have anything to help 
you with this what would that be? 
 It does not have to be realistic. 

Visualize  
create  

 remember 
hear
 feel

Smell Taste

Qualities of Self

STRENGTH

HUMOR

                
COURAGE 

SAFETY

 RESOURCES

  A thing or an object such as a 
rocks, nature, trees, bells, 
color, light
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 A person or a spiritual being 
Positive beliefs and goals.
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Positive 
memories

T

that build the foundation 
      for living
       a happy,
     healthy life.

 Create, Develop, Connect
Positive Qualities of Self

1. Pick a quality/characteristic 
that you want as you put 
your attention on what you 
just wrote

2. Describe/define this quality
3. Close your eyes – take slow 

breaths ….



❖Put your attention on 
someone you admire who 
has this quality-

❖Could be someone you 
know 

❖A public figure 
❖A character from a book, 

movie, tv

❖Visualize this person 
❖What do they look like as 

they embody this resource?
❖What do they say?
❖How do they behave?
❖Body posture, facial 

expression?
❖Learn everything you can 

from them about this quality?

❖Remember a time when you 
experienced this quality

❖What do you look like…..
❖Body posture…facial 

expression
❖What do you say……tone of 

voice
❖How do you behave….



❖Now … Step into it
❖What is your experience as 

you fully embody this quality? 
❖What does life look like thru 

the eyes of this,  what kind of 
messages do you hear, what 
are the sensations in your 
body, what do you 
smell/taste

Imagery Exercise
From this place of being 
connected to quality/qualities
Create ideal parent figures
Visualize conception, 
development,
Preparing for birth, birth
Attachment to mother, father

Check in

➢What do you notice?
➢sensations  thoughts  

emotions
➢Writing/Drawing
➢Eye Gazing exercise



Third Process

Milton Erickson and The 
February Man
Description of Process 
Visualization               
Integration: Butterfly Hug

❖ This is possible for me…I like 
this...I love this…This feels 
wonderful...  I see & hear & 
feel myself living this now…

❖ I see and hear & feel myself 
taking the actions I need to                    
in order to achieve 

❖ All of Life & all of me is 
supporting me

❖ I completely allow and accept 
this…I’m grateful for this…I 
choose this.

❖ All of this is fully integrated 
now with my grateful thanks.



Sharing and Discussion 
on how these exercises 
help to prepare for and 
support Clients EMDR 
Processing

Get Inspired Everyday! 
Qualities with Inspirational 

Quotes for Your Glorious Self 
Here is a bonus especially for you. 
With this free download you can: 

❖  Pick a Quality a Day 
❖  Read the inspirational quotes 
❖  Connect with the message 
❖  Bring it fully into your being 
❖  Live life to the fullest 

Go Here: http://bit.ly/1qyNNMd 
 download your very own copy 

It’s absolutely FREE! 

Where To Go From Here

❖ Integrating this work into your 
life

❖Book & articles 
❖Upcoming workshops
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